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About 826
826 is the largest youth writing network in the country. 826 National serves as the hub of the

movement to amplify student voices and champions the belief that strong writing skills are

essential for academic and lifelong success. The 826 Network now serves close to 350,000

students ages 6 to 18 in under-resourced communities each year online via 826 Digital and

through chapters in nine cities: Boston, Chicago, Detroit/Ann Arbor/Ypsilanti, Los Angeles, New

Orleans, New York City, San Francisco, Washington, D.C., and Minneapolis/St. Paul. 826 National

was established in 2008 to support a growing network of writing centers founded by author Dave

Eggers and educator Nínive Calegari in San Francisco in 2002. We work towards a country in

which the power and the joy of writing is accessible to every student in every classroom. Together,

we believe writing is the key to cultivating a new generation of creative and diverse thinkers who

will define a better, brighter, and more compassionate future. To learn more, please visit

826national.org.

Research Fellows Program
Who
This paid fellowship is a leadership program for current graduate-level and post-doctoral

researchers of color in the fields of education, child development, learning sciences, psychology,

digital media, and public policy. 826 serves almost 90% K-12th grade students of color. In

alignment with 826’s mission and values to ensure that every student has equal access to the

power and joy of writing, especially those that need it most, we extend our focus to supporting

higher education students of color in fields that lack diverse representation with this research

fellows program.

What
With this professional development opportunity, fellows will:

● Conduct research on writing education practices and its impact on K-12 students and their

communities

● Publish research that responds to practical industry and practitioner needs

● Expand the influence research has in government, education, philanthropy, and industry

decision making

● Develop new skills and perspectives that are critical to becoming a leader in the field of

literacy and writing education

Program Overview

http://826digital.com


This one-year program takes place September 2022 through August 2023. During this time,

fellows will develop and conduct a research project resulting in a final paper submitted for

publication in an academic journal along with a report brief for a general and key stakeholder

audience. A goal of this program is for it to be completed in alignment rather than in addition to

your academic commitments. Here is a general outline of what the program looks like over the

course of the year, and we can work with you and your school to tailor it to support your academic

goals.

Key Phases
● Fall Discovery

○ Work with the 826 National team to learn more about 826 programs, priorities,

and project and data opportunities.

○ Join virtual meetings to get to know various teams across the 826 network.

○ Join professional development opportunities provided by 826.

○ Apply your expertise to help identify ways to refine 826 research strategies,

processes and priorities.

● Spring Research

○ Conduct program observations to better understand the project topic.

○ Depending on the project, fellows can leverage existing longitudinal data sources

(surveys, program stats, writing assessments, demographic) and or collect new data

with specific chapters if chapters can accommodate (interviews, focus groups,

additional surveys).

○ Support chapters in refining 826 research strategies, processes, and priorities.

● Summer Analyses and Reporting

○ Work with the 826 National Research team on analyses and development of final

report deliverables.

○ Present findings with the 826 Network.

Example Project Ideas:
● Program evaluation of one of our 5 core programs

● Longitudinal analyses of existing data by demographics

● Exploratory look at new program development (i.e. we have a couple chapters with new

programs targeting specific grades or hybrid virtual/in-person models)

● Developing new tools to measure impact - particularly with our 826 Digital platform

Additional preferred, but not required qualifications
● Experience using Salesforce - we track our data across the network via Salesforce

● Location near a chapter city and or willingness to travel

● Experience working with K-12 students



Stipend and Time Commitment
The fellow will receive a $25,000 stipend for the period of one year. Depending on the stage of the

project, we anticipate a rough weekly time commitment of 10-30 hours, and can be flexible to

work with academic schedules. Fellows may also pursue financial support through outside

contracts as long as they do not conflict with the fellowship residency requirements. Depending

on the project, fellows may also receive up to a $5000 travel stipend to conduct chapter visits and

observations.

Application Process
Interested candidates should submit the following to 826 National:

● Curriculum vitae or resume

● A concise personal statement (about 800 words) which includes an explanation of how

your background, skills, research interests, and future trajectory align with 826 National’s

initiatives and mission.

● Writing sample of a research report. We seek writing that is accessible to a range of

audiences, including educators, policymakers, and investors.

● The name and contact details for two references. One of which is a faculty member who is

committed to providing intellectual guidance during the fellowship period.

The application deadline is April 29th, 2022. Direct any inquiries and email application materials

to cynthia@826national.org.

mailto:cynthia@826national.org

